Abstract. This paper generalizes Marcinkiewicz's universal primitive on pointwise a.e. convergence directly to higher-dimensional spaces. It is also proved that the set of all universal primitive functions with respect to some given nonzero null sequence is residual and, hence, dense in the Banach space C(I" , Rm) V«, m e N .
Introduction and definitions
More than fifty years ago, Marcinkiewicz [1] proved that for any nonzero null sequence (hn) 
k->oo hnk
This continuous function F is called a universal primitive function with respect to the given sequence (Ä«)£Li ■ During the past ten years, a lot of work has been done concerning analogs of Marcinkiewicz's result. In 1984, Joó [2] proved that if a bounded domain Qcl" (7Y > 1), a nonzero null sequence (hn)™=l c R^, and 0 < p < 1 are given, then for every function / e LP(Q), except a set of first category, the sequence if(x + h")-f(x)\°°I \hn\ in=X is dense in Lp(il). (Here Lo(£2) is the F-space consisting of all measurable functions on £2 endowed with the metric of convergence in measure.)
Around three years later, Bogmér and Sovegjártó [3] , Horváth [4] , and Buczolich [5] independently proved that the above result fails for p > 1.
In this paper, we are going to generalize Marcinkiewicz's result on pointwise a.e. convergence directly to higher-dimensional space.
Throughout this paper, we use some definitions listed below.
(0.1) Definitions. Let m, n e N and a set £2 be given.
(1) If F: £2 -> Rm is a mapping, then for 1 < i < m define the ith coordinate function F;:Q-+1 of F by letting F¡(t) be the z'th coordinate of F(t):
F(t) = (Fx(t),F2(t),...,Fm(t)), tea. (2) If £2 is a topological space, then C(£2, Rm) denotes the family of all continuous mappings from £2 to Rm . If m = 1, write C(£2) for C(£2, R). Similarly, if £2 c R" , we denote 9Jt(£2, Rm) = {all Lebesgue measurable mappings from £2 to Rm } and write 9Jt(£2) for íüí(£2, R).
(3) Let Act", and let / e C(£2). If df(x)/dxj exists at some x e £2°( the interior of £2) VI < j < n , we define and call Vf the gradient of the function /.
Conversely, let / e 9K(£2, R"). If there is F e C(£2) such that VF = f, we call F an antigradient of /. (4) We always denote by /" the unit cube in R" ; that is, /"= x[0, l] = {xeHLn:0<Xj< l,j= 1,2,...,«}.
k=X Also we always denote by X" the Lebesgue outer measure on R" . (5) Let fiel". The symbol £2° denotes the interior of £2 as a subset of R". In particular (In)° = {x e Rn : 0 < Xj < 1 for j = 1,...,«}.
If cj> = (<px,4>2,...,(f>m)eTl(Çi,Rm) and e>0, then we say \\(<px, <p2, ... ,<pm)\\ <e a.e. on £2 to mean that Xn({x e £2: \\(Mx), fa(x),..., <t>m(x)\\ > e}) = 0, where \\y\\ = (£",y2)1'2 Vj; = (yx, y2, ... , ym) e Rm .
(6) Let F e C(£2, Rm) where £2 c R" . If VF¡(x) exists at x for l<i<m, we denote fF(x) = (VFx(x), VF2(x), ... , VFm(x)Y; that is, </f(x) is the m-by-« matrix having the number DjF¡(x) in its ith row and jtn column, where A1 denotes the transpose of the matrix A and
We call /f(x) the Jacobian matrix of F at x.
(1) Let A and B be normed linear spaces. Denote by L(A, B) the set of all bounded linear transformations from A to B. It is well known that L(A, B) is also a normed linear space with the operator norm, and it is a Banach space if B is a Banach space.
(8) Let £2 be an open subset of R" , let F: £2 -> Rm be a mapping, and let a e £2. We say that F is differentiable at a if there exists T e L(Rn , Rm) such that lim -
where p|| = (£*,, A?)1/2 V« = (hx ,...,«") e R" . If such a T exists, we call it the (total) differential of F at a and write dF(a) = T.
(9) Now let us consider a mapping <p: £2 -► L(Rn , Rm) for £2 c R" . We know that any T e L(Rn, Rm) corresponds to a real m-by-« matrix At = (ctij) such that T(x) = Atx' (matrix multiplication by a column vector) for x = (xx, x2, ... , x") e £2; that is, the z'th coordinate of T(x) is Y!j=x a¡jXj (i = 1, 2, ... , m). We shall often identify a linear transformation T with its matrix AT. Thus we may regard L(Rn, Rm) as being the set of all m-by-« real matrices. Hence, we can define the /7th coordinate function 4>ij : £2 ->■ R of <p by letting aj¡j(x) be the number in the ith row and y'th column of the matrix of </>(x).
Thus <p(x) e L(Rn , Rm) can be identified with a matrix and we write
where each <p¡j is a function from £2 to R.
(10) For any x = (xx, x2, ... , x") e R" , we define the norms
Let T e L(Rn, Rm), and let AT = (aij)mxn be its corresponding matrix. We define norms for T by In order to establish the theorems in the next two section, we now present two lemmas. The first of these was proved by us as the main theorem (2.5) in [6] .
(1.1) Lemma [6] . Let neN, fe C(In , R"), F0 e C(In), and e > 0 be given. where the norm of the matrix F(x) is as in (0.2). This is because convergence in this norm is equivalent to uniform convergence on /" of each component. The set & of all P = (Pij)mxn where each component p¡j is a polynomial as above having all its coefficients caeQ (and with its domain restricted to /") is a countable dense subset of C(In , L(Rn , Rm)). We enumerate £ as {Pk}f=x with Px = 0 = (0)mx" for use below.
Here are some well-known facts assembled as a lemma. (c) If each of the mn partial derivatives Dj4>i (1 < i < m, 1 < j < n) exists in R at every point of £1 and if the mn functions thereby defined are continuous on £2, then <j> is differentiable on £2.
Proof. See (6.130) in [7] .
Universal primitive functions
Now we are ready to generalize Marcinkiewicz's result on pointwise a.e. convergence directly to higher-dimensional spaces. We now inductively select the terms of these sequences. Let F0 = Fx = 0 e C(In, Rm), Vx = (In)°, and Ex be any compact subset of Vx with Xn(Ex) > \. Next, choose rx so that x + hn e Vx Vx e Ex, and let ii = hr¡.
Suppose for some k > 1 that Fk_x, rk_x, Vk_x, and Ek_x have been Choose a compact set Dk c Ffc with Xn(Vk\Dk) < 2~k~x and then find N e N such that x + Ar e Vk whenever r > N and x e Dk. Now apply Egorov's Theorem (see (11.32) of [8] ) to find a compact set Ek c Dk such that (5) X(Vk\Ek) < 2~k and the limit in (*) is uniform over x e Ek. Thus there exists rk> N such that rk > rk_x, (6) Hifcll < £||rfc-i|| (recall tk = Kk), x + tkeVk,and (7) j^\\Fk(x + tk) -Fk(x) -dFk(x)(tk)\\ < Í 1xeEk; this is (iv). Thus we complete our inductive selection of the sequences mentioned above and have (l)- (7) Vk e N.
Since W\.
From (4) and (6) It suffices to consider composites with the nonsingular affine transformation T: R" -> R" given by T(x) = y where y i = (Xj -af)l(bj -üj) which maps B onto I" . 3 . Density in C(7", Rw) of universal primitive functions Finally, we examine the set of all F that correspond to a given sequence {Ar}^! cR" as in (2.1).
(3.1) Definition. Let m, n e N, and let {A,.}^ be as in (2.1): 0 ^ hr e Rn Vr e N and lim^oo ||Ar|| = 0. Each F e C(In, Rm) having the property cited in (2.1) is called a universal primitive function relative to {hr} , and we denote the set of all such functions F by U({hr}). We use U'({hr}) to denote the set of all / e C(In , Rm) having the property: whenever k, I e N there exists some r > k such that X" (fx 6 I": x + hr € I", ¿¡ll/(* + hr) -f(x) -P,(x)(hr)\\ > i J) < i where P¡ is as in (1.3).
(3.2) Lemma. Let m, « e N, and let {Ar}^, c R"\{0} be a null sequence. Then U({hr}) = U'({hr}). Proof. Suppose F e U({hr}) is given. Then for each / e N, there exists a subsequence {hTj}J7x of {Ar}^, , which only depends on P¡ and F , such that (*) lim üt^||7-(x + h,,) -F(x) -P,(x)(hr,)\\ = 0 a.e. on (In)°.
j^oo \\nrj\\ Let k, I e N be given; then Egorov's Theorem yields a compact set E¡ c (7")° with X(E¡) > 1 -£ and the limit in (*) is uniform on E¡. Thus there exists r > k such that x + hr e I" and
for all x e In\E¡. Thus F e U'({hr}) Now suppose F e U'({hr}) is given. Let any measurable mapping </>: 7" -> L(Rn , Rm) he given. Use exactly the same argument as for the proof of (11) in (2.1): By applying Luzin's Theorem and the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem to each of the mn component functions of the matrix-valued mapping (p, we get integers kj e N and compact sets Aj C (In)° (j = 1,2, ...) such that k, < kj+x , Xn(I"\Aj) < 2~J , and (**) U(x)-Pkj(x)\\<l/j VxeAj.
Since F e U'({hr}), we can inductively find integers r, e N and measurable sets Bj c (I")° (j =1,2,...) such that r, < rj+x, Xn(I"\Bj) < 2~', x+hr, G 7", and Thus, it suffices to show that each stfSJ is nowhere dense in C(7", Rm) with respect to the norm || • ||u . We first show that each s/Stt is closed.
Let s,t eN be given, and let (Fj)JLx c^,, with lim;^oo \\Fj -F\\u = 0 for some F e C(In ,Rm). For each pgN define Dp = jx e I" : x + hp e I" , ^j\\F(x + hp) -F(x) -Ps(x)(hp)\\ > IJ .
Assume F $. £fs,t ■ Then there exists some p > t such that Xn(Dp) < j. Of course we can find some e > 0 so that Xn(Dp) < \ -e .
Choose a relatively open subset V of (7" 
< t k 2k<T
Since Xn(V) < j -|, it follows that, with 7} in place of T7 , the set on the left side of ( 1 ) lies in V, so its measure is less than j . Thus 7) ^ ^, /. This contradiction proves that F e s/Stt, and hence stfs ;, is closed. Next we show that (sfs,t)° = & ■ Fix any F e J^,( and any e with 0 < e < } . We want to find G e C(In, Rm)\ss7SJ such that \\F -G\\u < e. This will prove that snfSJ has no interior points. As before, we write We can apply Egorov's Theorem as before to obtain a compact set E c W with Xn(W\E) < j¿ and some r > t such that x + hreW and 1 -\\G(x + hr)-G(x)-JrG(x)(hr)\\<--e VxeE.
IIArll" v " y ' ^ "r,n t It follows that jx G I" : x + hr e I", p-|i||C7(X + Ar) -G(x) -P,(x)(Ar)|| > y} c (fF\£)u(7"\ir) which has measure less than |. Comparing with (1) we see that G £ s/Stt, as we wanted to show. We conclude that (sfs,t)° = 0 and so J^,,, being closed, is nowhere dense in C(7" , Rm).
